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Survey of processing pictographs

Safety advice:
The products are suitable for professional use only.
It cannot be ruled out that this product contains particles < 0.1 µm.
The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. In view of the many factors that may affect processing and application
of our products, these data do not relieve processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain
properties, nor the suitability of the products for a specific purpose. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights etc. given herein are
for general information purpose only; they may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed contractual quality of the products (product
specification). The latest version supersedes all previous versions. You can obtain the latest version from our website at http://techinfo.glasurit.com or directly from
your sales partner. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our products to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed.
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Technical Information Pre-treatment

see data sheet cleaning

Mixing

mixing ratio 1:1
for 2 components

mixing ratio
for 2 components

mixing ratio
for 3 components

use mixing stick hardener addition

Shake Spraycans
before use

Viscosity adjustment

application
viscosity

Application

gravity gun number of spraycoats
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body-filling brushing roller coating aerosol

Drying

flash off drying time infrared ultraviolet

Sanding

manual
sanding wet

manual
sanding dry

random orbital
sander / wet
(pneumatic)

random orbital
sander / dry
(pneumatic)

polishing

Color

mixing stirring in
mixing machine

color checking hang-on part blending in

limited hiding
power

mixing formula
being revised

mixing formula
being revised

overall respray immiscible
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variants This color contains
a Special Product.
It can be ordered

from your distributor.

Special mixing
color.This color can

be ordered from
your distributor

color for interior color for engine
compartment /

boot

color for wheel
rim and hubcap

formula uses
mixing base that
is being phased

out

Multi-tone color
combination

Mixing formula
contains lead

Textured color Mat color Clear coat

1-coat solid full
gloss color or
base coat for

multilayer color

Tinted clear Ground coat Three stage
painting (multi-

coat)

Paint system

Color for accent Color for stripe color for roof color for
accessories
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Storage

protect from frost store in a cool place protect from humidity carefully seal
container

shelf life


